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iStu^C^Announces Nominations
lies Smith Resigns; Bob Jones '48 To Be Alumni Secretary
Council Reveals Stu-C, Class Slates:
Students Elect Officers March 21
m,e results of Monday's nomina-

Giftos and Walker Heap; vice-president. Charles Radcliffe and Wendall
Wray; secretary, Marjorie Dwelley
and Sylvia Stuber; treasurer, David
Leach, Robert Wade, and Judith
Wrtt.

Bates Wins Top Rating
In Maine State Debates

The Bates debaters came out on
top in the Maine State Intercollegiate Debate Tournament here
last weekend, winning five out of
sin-debates. Speaking for Bates on
I STUDENT COUNCIL
the affirmative were William StringClass of 1951 — President, Ted fellow and Frank Chapman; on the
rjjjs oi" 1950 —Robert Corish,
Coshnear
and Michael Stephanian; negative, Richard Nair and Charles
l-^ge GamMe. Arthur Hutchinson,
nnt V
vice-president,
Harold Corniorth Radcliffe.
Hugh Pe '- - William Perham,
Charlts Radcliffe, Richard Scott, and Rae Stillman; secretary, Joan
Holding second place was BowHolmes and Martha Rayder; treasRo&eit Wade.
urer, Merril Nearis and Ralph doin College which won four out of
Class oi 1951—Max Bell, Herbert Perry.
six debates and in third place was
Bergdahl. William DiH, Dana Jones,
the University of Maine, which took
Class of 1952—President. Robert two out of six debates. Colby, the
Ralph Mills, WilHam Norris.
Cagenello.
Thomas Norbury, and fourth competitor, won one out of
Chss of 1952—Herbert Dowse,
Presort Harris, Arthur Koenig, Tony Orlandotla; vice-president, six.
David Moore.
Prescott Harris and Thomas McAll teams debated under letter
Gann; secretary, Ruth Parr and designation rather than under the
| CLASS OFFICERS
Ruth Potter; treasurer, Nathaniel name of the college, so that no parClass of 1950—President, Athena Boone and John Merrick.
• tiality could be shown. The letter
designations were not announced
until after the final assembly.

i • , <nr
Student Council and class
I turn* 'u
MkTs. as announced by Stu-C this
Ltrnoon. are as follows:

Martha Rayder Is Betty Bates Of '49;
Election Features WAA Health Week

Martha Rayder was chosen Miss
Ifctty Bates for 1949 at the conheld last Thursday evening in
Women's Locker Building.
Illarty was chosen one of three finlalists from the original group of 19.
■Pus was the final event in a threeJoy observance of Health Week by
:
|K Women's Athletic Associat on.
Marty, from Bristol, Conn., is
Ixcretary of the sophomore class.
■She is class representative on the
|S:udent Government Board and also
i the nominating committee of that
■poup. Her other extra-curricular
Imerests include the Spanish club
laid the CA Campus Service ComImission. She appeared as one of the
(Seven Chances" in the recent Robinson Players production. Marty's
laajor is French.
|8nnners-Up
Runners-up were Shirley Mann
uid Ruth Martin. The final selec|aon between these three was left to
:vote of the audience of some 250
■faculty women and students. Silvia
Umber, last year's Betty Bates, preIwited the gold identification brace|'« to Marty.
The other 16 girls who partici|Wei in the contest were Sally
Idoutman. Grace Ulrich, Barbara
iChandler.
Ruth
Fehlau,
Joan
I Holmes, and Norma Reese of the
fohomore class, Patricia Cartl*right. Maxine Hammer. Sylvia
P*tr. -Navarre Harrington, CynP» Black, and Judith Witt from the
"•r"°r c'ass. and seniors Lydia Fox,
wrothea Carr, Arlene Bourne, and
*9 Lou Duda.
The original judging was done by
* Wa'msley, of the physical edu«»°n department, Mrs. Alice Miler
. house director in the Parkers,
JJ Miss Barbara Varney, News
Bur,e»u director.
E
*th R0:"tier planned the proSrani
arid arranged the entire

The tourney consisted of three
rounds of debates. The first round
was held at Libbey Forum and Carnegie in the morning. In the afterdied by Jean McLeod, were an in- noon series, all debates were held
novation in this year's show.
in Hathorn Hall.
Freshman Models
The proposition for the tourney
During the intermission a fashion show on the do's and don'ts of was: "Resolved, that the federal govcollege clothes was presented by a ernment should adopt a policy of
group of freshman girls under the equalizing educational opportunity
direction of Jean Fletcher. The in tax supported schools by means
of annual grants."

Peterson Gives Hints
To Prospective Writers
Mr. Edward Peterson of the University of Pittsburgh spoke in
chapel Monday on aspects of crea■trive writing. He was the fourth in
a series of George Colby Ghase lecturers. Mr. Peterson is himself an
author of note as well as being an
expert on creative writing. He numbers among his pupils the well
known American authoress Gladys
Schmidt, Prof. Ingles told the assembly in introducing the Pittsburgh author.

Martha Rayder *51

Mr. Peterson related stories of his
experiences with students of creative writing, stories both of success
and failure. He mentioned that in
one such instance he had a girl in
one of his classes with an outstandingly high I.Q. She was hard and
sophisticated, however, and failed
to come up to the level she seemed
capable of reaching. At that time
anti-Semitism was quite rampant on
the campus and she has a close
friendship with a little Jewish girl.
Mr. Peterson went on to say that
in a chat with this girl one day, she
began to speak from her heart the
feelings she had about the persecutions of the Jews through the centuries. He advised her to express
her feeling in writing. Several days
later she returned with a connet
dedicated to her Jewish friend in
which she rose to real heights, Mr.
Peterson declared. He read a por-

show was narrated by Carol Jaques
and included as models Ruth Parr,
Ruth Potter, Lois Dame, Joan Chanin. Constance Moulton. Anne Blaisdell, Joan Hanson, .Miriam Olson,
Marilyn Coffin, Elizabeth Townsend, Cynthia Keating, Mary Edge
Leckemby, and Larch Foxon.
The models illustrated proper
and improper costumes for such
events as formals, cabin parties,
Chase Hall dances, and classes.
Beverly Eaton's music accompanied
the show.
As another part of its observance
of Health Week, the WAA held a
square dance in Rand Gym WedVenU J an Greenber
rp nesday evening. Jean McLeod made
iJ l ' °
8 P " the arrangements and Elsbeth
the ,V_? ^US'Cal background for
*"*■** lighting effects, han- Thomes was in charge of the dance. tion of it.

Commons Again Leaps N.S.A. Talk Highlights
woConncilDiscnssions Future Chapel Program
"Give me a
The following chapel programs
suggestion," asked
I Arnold Al
Perstein Wednesday eve- have been announced for this and
lhe
""8 as the
Perennial commons the coming weeks: Friday, the Rev.
..°T' *as again brought before Frederick Hayes, pastor of the ConMudent Council. Alperstein. gregational Church in Auburn, will
I " represents the Council in deat- conduct a religious service.
Next Monday Theodore Harris,
«*m food problems, was refer" 'o the recently revived corn- president of the National Student
Plaint
regarding the lack of peanut Association, will be the speaker. He
will be introduced by Genie Rollins
oonday meals,
Next Wednesday the Rev. Alan agreement reached last bert C. Niles, pastor of the Univerfclkj' President William String- salist Church in Auburn, will speak
iHe revealed, peanut butter was on "Streamlined Religion".
Placed on the tables at lunch
Friday, March 18, the speaker
* day. As was intimated in at will be John McCune, former stu;U
. ENT editorial last week, this dent at Zurich University, Switzerpovilsl
on has not been totally com- land, whose subject is "As the Swiss
*>* in the past two weeks.
Uper
See Us".
„ „
^in told the Council that alThe annual Willis B*le Reading
ocugh
repeated conferences with contest will be held in chapel, MonI ^ Cross and Mrs. Walden have day. March 21. Established by Dr.

r**«n

«%■

»lto!,lleld' the resu,ts
I "Aether successful.
,0

e

nave not been

Council authorized Alperstein

Ch""*
'' Clear to Mrs' Cross that
i
"o authority to prevent men
s

r

^ carrying food from the Com-

Ellen A. Williamson, Los Angeles,
Cal., in memory of her father, Rev.
West Gould WiUis, Cobb Divinity
School 71, the contest offers two
$20 awards for excellence in reading from the Bible. Miss Schaefftr
will introduce the speakers.

In another instance there was the
case of the woman who wrote technically perfect stories, that no one
would ever read. She had no feeling for anyone, he asserted, and
will never produce anything of value
if she continues to write the remainder of her life.

PA Board Appoints Foster, Barbeau Stu-C Will Hear Plan
STUDENT Editor, Business Manager Tonight, Cloutier Says

Recent Alumnus Takes Over In June;
Smith Plans To Attend Grad School

A constitution for an all-campus

student government, product of a
year of research and debate by the
Amalgamation Committee of the
Student Council and Student Government Board, will be formally
presented to Stu-C this evening and
Stu-G next Wednesday evening.
Ray

Cloutier,

Amalgamation

Committee chairman,, assured the
STUDENT Friday that presentation of the constitution would occur as planned this time. The paper
has printed similar announcements
which proved false for two consecutive weeks.
Cloutier's committee met Friday
evening for a final ironing out of
disputed points in the long-debated
constitution as it will be presented.
Heads of the STUDENT Staff for the coming year are, left to right: Decisions were also made on proce •
Wilfred Barbeau, '51, business manager; Robert Foster, '50, editor-in- dure in ratification.
chief; Florence Lindquist, '50, managing editor.
The committee will meet Friday
to consider any changes in the conRobert Foster and Wilfred Bar- as chairman of the Christian Asso- stitution called for by Stu-C or
beau have been appointed editor-in- ciation's Publicity Commission and Stu-G. Once approved by these two
chief and business manager of the as secretary-treasurer of fhe_ Spof- groups, the document will go before
the faculty for ratification before
STUDENT for the coming year, ford Club.
being
presented to the student body
the Publishing Association Board
The Managing Editor
as a whole.
announced today.
Florence
Lindquist, managing
Foster stated that Florence Lind- ed'tor appointee, has held the posiquist will serve as managing editor. tion of STUDENT copy editor
during her junior year. She was a
The two top appointments were
reporter her first year on the paper,
made on the recommendations of
and in her sophomore year covered
Sue McBride and Carol Peterson,
Robinson Players and other activiretiring editor-in-chief and business
ties in her capacity as assistant news
manager, at a meeting of the PA
editor. She worked on two publicaBoard Monday. Further appointtions while in high school at her
ments by Foster and Barbeau will
home city of Manchester, N. H.
be announced next week.
Florence, an English major, is
"i he new staff will take over man- Frye St. House president and a
agement of the paper after spring
member of the Women's Student
vacation.
Government Board. She also belongs
to .Mademoiselle Magazine's
The Editor-in-Chief
College Board.
Foster, a junior, has been news
The Business Manager
editor of the STUDENT since last
Barbeau, a sophomore, will take
April. During his first year at Bates
he worked on the paper as a report- over the business managership with
er and feature writer, attaining the two year's experience on the adverposition of feature editor for his tising staff of the STUDENT. He
sophomore year. He had newspaper has been advertising manager since
experience in the navy and was edi- last September.
tor of two publications while a stuAn English major, Barbeau was
dent at Gould Academy, Bethel, his
a member of the last year's treshhome.
man debate squad. He has .been acFoster is a major in history and tive on the varsity ski team. His
government. He is currently serving home is in Haverhill. Mass.

If the constitution is okayed by
the faculty a special supplement to
an issue of the STUDENT will
probably be used to publicize it fui'y
some time after spring vacation*

Lester E. Smith

Robert L. Jones

Robert L. Jones '48 of Biddeford
has been appointed executive alumni
secretary at Bates, it was announced
yesterday by President Phillips. The
appointment will be effective on
June IS when Mr. Jones will succeed Lester E. Smith, who is resigning to attend graduate school
in the field of educational administration.
Mr. Jones is at present teaching
high school in Phillips, Maine.
While an undergraduate here he
was a dean's list student, active in

founding the MacDonald chapter of
Future Teachers of America. He
majored in history and government.
Mr. Jones, as president of the
Lcwiston-Auburn Young Republican Club, was one of the instrumental planners for presidential aspirant Harold Stassen's early spring
visit to Lewiston last year. Jones
was graduated from Biddeford High
School in 1938 and served with the
Army Medical Corps during the
war. He is married and has three
children.

Choral And Orphic Societies Present
Pop Concert Program Friday Evening
are under the direction of Mr. Waring, with Robert Oakes as assistant
director and Karl Koss as accompanist.
Avon Cheel, chairman of the decorations committee, promises to
decorate the gym in bright colors,
complete with lanterns and parasols,
in accordance with a Japanese
theme.
Mrs. Norman Ross will be hostess for the concert. Tickets, at
$2.50 per couple, tax included, may
be secured at her home, 32 Frye
street, between 11 a. m. and 2 p. m.
and 4 p. m. and 7 p. m. As is the
usual custom students are expected
to sign up for tables of four. The
dance will be formal, with corsages
optional.
The Pop Concert committee, with
Marilyn Deston as chairman, includes Avon Cheel, Kenneth Hi't,
Rooent Jones, Robert Oakes, John
May, and George Rowan.
Ushers for the concent are Patricia Snell, Barbara Cottle, Marion
Dodge, Elaine Porter, Betty Schoener, Nancy Dean, Thelma Blake,
Dorothy Gayloid, Carol Jenkinson,
Arrolyn Hayes, Geraldine Lincoln,
and Betty-Jane Cederholm.

have given the $125 to the support
Live Hamster Is Prize Seniors Elect
of a war orphan. Stu-C President
In Science Fair Raffle Class Speakers William Stringfellow proposed the
compromise passed by the Campus
A live hamster and a thousand Friday Morning
Chest Committee.
fruit flies will be awarded to two

The annual Pop Concert will be
held Friday evening, from 8 to 12
o'clock, at the Alumni Gym. Lloyd
Rafnell's orchestra will play for the
dance, and during intermissions the
Bates Orphic and Chora: Societies
will entertain.
"Selections from Gilbert and Sullivan" arranged by Weaver, "One
Morning in May" by Carmichael,
"Serenade" by Tschaikowsky, and
"Victor
Herbert
Favorites"
in
Which the orchestra will be joined
by the chorus, is the program for
the first intermission, beginning at
9:15 p. m.
During the second intermission
the women's chorus wii! sing Gershwin's "Embraceable You' with a
soio by Marjorie Nicker-on, and
Rodger's "My Heart Stood Still".
The men's chorus will sing Noble
Cain's arrangement of "I Got
Shots". Karl Koss will play a piano
solo, Gershwin's "Three Preludes".
Two Brahms folk songs, "Over the
Rainbow" by Arlen, and Gilbert and
Sullivan's finale from "The Gondoliers" sung by the mixed chorus
will complete the evening's pro
gram.
- The Choral and Orphic Societies

A senior class meeting will be
lucky visitors to the Science Fair,
helrf Friday during the conference
March 17 and 18.
These two prizes are among sev period for the election of Class Day
eral others which will be given to speakers. In selecting speakers senwinners of a raffle, held by the iors are asked to consider the posibiology department as a highlight o{ tion for which they are chosen.
the fair. Paul Cox, chairman of the Nominations are as follows:

Students Sign Stu-G Hears Report Of
Now For Second NSA Regional Meeting
At last Wednesday evening's
Skating Party meeting,
the Student Government

Campus Chest
Board Votes 5-4
Red Cross Cut
A compromise of the Student
Council's plan for Campus Chest
fund apportionment edged through
the Campus Chest Committee by a
5-4 vote last Wednesday morning,
tentatively settling a four-month-old
disagreement on how the $5,850
fund should be allocated.
The anticipated donation of $175
to the Red Cross was slashed to $50.
The $125 thus freed will be added
to the announced $500 fund for the
support of a DP student on campus
next year. This decision will be final
unless contested by Student Government or the Christian Association.
The Student Council's plan would

biology exhibits, has announced
that the proceeds oi the raffle will
be donated to the Roscoe B. Jackson Cancer Memorial Laboratory at
Bar Harbor.

Cox also stated that the Maine
clam will be the star of a movie
presented by Mr. Dana Wallace,
representative of the Maine State
Fisheries. The movie will be corHe spoke of another girl whom
related with exhibits of senior thesis
he aptly characterized by saying
work on the clam.
that "she was blond the first time
One of the dozen announced biolshe came into my class."
ogy exhibits in Carnegie will be a
Mr. Peterson then read a short bacteriological display, arranged by
story written by one of his pupils, Minnie Chiotinos, Barbara Duemma girl working her way through col- ling, and Joanne Currier. The coeds
lege by running a combination bar will demonstrate water analysis,
and lunch room with her mother. showing the organisms and the
The story was a homely tale of two growths present in various water
people in love. One was a chef in sources about Lewiston. Another
her lunch room, the other a Polish section of their exhibit will include
charwoman who came there to have the common molds found on bread,
an occasional beer.
fruit, and other common foods. The
Mr. Peterson's talk could be sum- display will also present informamed up in a few words, namely that tion on dental cares, the disease of
sympathy and understanding of tooth decay, and will tell of virus
subject matter are the basic ingre- diseases.
According to Cox, these exhibits
dients for any creative writing.
are
planned to be in keeping with
Mr. Peterson was guestt speaker
the objective of the biology departait the Spoffond Club and also
ment to demonstrate the cultural
spoke in several English
lasses
aspects of the science.
during the day.

The advisability of allowing the
Red Cross as large a donation from
the Campus Chest as it had received
from the college in past years was
the major issue of debate. The argu
ment which, tipped the balance was
that many causes and organizations,
Address to Mothers and Fatbeis, unlike the Red Cross, depend alJune Cunningham and Alice Han: most exclusively upon student supmond: Class History, Irving Davis, port.
Mary Gibbs, and Marjorie Harthan:
The apportionment finally agreed
Address to Halls and Campus, Jo»U on is: World Student Service Fund,
Greenberg, Ruith Murphy, and Ju- $1,700; DP student, $625; Commudith Barenburg; Class Will, Wil- nity Chest. $275; Winthrop YMCA
liam Senseney, Linden Blanchard, camp fund, $200; Red Cross, $50.
and Donald Webber; Class Gifts.
9tanley Moody, Clayton Curtis, and
Arthur Bradbury; Pipe Oration,
Leon Wiskup, Richard Michaels,
and John McCarthy; Class Oration,
William Stringfellow and Raymond
Cloutier;
Toasftmaster,
William
The scarcity of jobs open to colSimpson, John McCune, and Paul
lege graduates was the subject of
Cox; Class Chaplain, Henry Fukui,
Mr. Sampson's chapel talk last FriEdward Hill, and Nelson Home.
day morning.
The class ichaplain chosen tor
He emphasized that there is an
Class Day will also be chaplain for
overwhelming abundance of stuthe Last Chapel exercises.
dents competing for a relatively
If seniors wish candidates other
small number of positions in the
than those Ksted they may write in
business world. Therefore, executhe names. No election will be made
tives must rely on achievements
for the Class Ode. Anyone interested
made in college. Only the cream of
is asked to submit an ode by May
the graduates will attain the jobs.
15 to either Emehe Stehli or Richard Stern.
"We must look beyon.l the dollar
The Class Day Committee with sign," said Mr. Sampson. He gave
EmeKe StehK and Richard Stern as a concrete example, proving how
co-chairmen, includes Alice Weber, one who is not primarily concerned
Dorothy Collins, David Goodwin, with financial reward may get farther in the end.
and Gilbert Meissner.

Sampson Gives Chapel
Talk On lob Scarcity

Sign-ups for the Roller-skating Board received a report of the re"shindig" on Saturday night March gional NSA meeting held at Am12 will be on Wednesday,, and herst recently, from Phoebe Jones.
The proposed purchase card sysThursday nights from 7 to 7:30 at
tem, foreign film service, tri-nation
the library. The cost is 50 cents.
tours, faculty-course ratings, and
This Roller-skaming party will je festivals were projects discussed at
similar to last semester's very suc- the meeting. The regional area was
cessful one. As before, buses will recognized so that Bates and Bowleave in front of Rand at eight doin are now in the Maine area
o'clock to take the skaters to the The problem of sending delegates
to the national conference of NSA
Fair grounds.
^
at Madison, Wis., was also disRefresliments can be obtained at cussed.
the rink and all skaters, good or
Catherine Evans and Joan Greennot-so-good are invited to come and berg will represent Stu-G at the
join the crowd.
NSA Human Relations conference
to be held this weekend at Boston
(Continued on page four)

Bates-On-The-Aii
Tomorrow afternoon at 4:45, over
WCOU, the radio class will present
an excerpt from "Pride and Prejudice".

The program, directed by

June Cunningham, has a cast consisting of Rosalyn Glazer, Norma
Smith, Paul Cox, and Earl Onque.
Yesterday, "The Emperor's New
Clothes", an adaptation of a Hans
Christian Anderson fairy tale, was
broadcast over WLAM.

,

Calendar
Wed., March 9: Men's Off-Campus Organization Movies.
Fri., March 11: Pop Concert,
Alumni gym, 8-11:45 p. m.
Sat., March 12: All-College Rollerskate, Fairgrounds, 8-11:30 p. m.
Mon., March 14: Cheerleading
Tryouts, Alumni Gym, 4-5:30 p. m.
Tues., March 15: CA Monthly
Meeting. MacFarlane Club Record
Concert, Libbey 6, 8-9 p. m.
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BATES HAS A BAND
Three years ago various members of the student body started
a move towards reviving the Bobcat jazz band, one of the most
popular musical groups on campus. This plan jumped from one

Editor's Note: This saga of Kood
and Whee is the creation of an author on campus who for reasons of
his own, wishes to remain unnamed.
Except for a subdued and happy
hum, the hive was quiet. Most of
the bees were asleep. The -sweetness
of new honey was heavy in the sir,
Occasionally a guard buzzed lazily
up through the levels and blundered
off into the darkest corners to fumble for the time-clock; and two or
three times small groups of bees
veered and careened through the
passages, noisily looking for their
own combs.
On the seventh level a single light
flickered in fhe close darkness. Kood
Bee was idiy brushing the gray
pages of "Hive Theory" with his
antennae, trying to establish a contact that would charge him up for
his drone exams. He felt a little unhappy about it all. The book was
written in some language of higher
mathematics that no one understood. All he had to go by were
the thousand interpretations of it
contained in footnotes. The worst of
a!l was that he had heard a lot about
the footnotes not even agreeing
with the text; but that was rumor—
no one in two hundred years had
been able to understand both.
Whee And Kood

group to another with no apparent success. The usual cries of Discover Big Doin's
no time, no talent were heard and the immediate plans for getting the band underway were abandoned until some future date.
A final drive this year has at last put this plan into effect.
The Bobcats have come forth again and have shown themselves to be as popular as their predecessors. In only two performances at Chase Hall, the Bobcats have given us a chance
to see what live music can do for a dance. Not only is it a pleasure to see the band at work but there is the additional factor
of getting good music. The music pleases equally the campus
jazz artists and those who like it slow and easy. The increased
number of students attending these dances clinches any argument as to the popularity of this group. It is now a proven fact
we like this band.
We give a hearty thanks to all the fellows of the band with
special note to leader Bob Cagenello. We hope that the fellows
feel as we do that the time invested in rehearsals for the past
months has not been in vain. Another vote of thanks is due the
Chase Hall dance committee for arranging the performances oi
the band. In view of the crowded schedule for the remainder oi
the year, Bobcat appearances will necessarily have to be limited. However we feel secure in the knowledge that the band has
been firmly established and will be on deck to play lor our pleasure in succeeding years.
The Bobcats have given new life to the old tradition of Chase
Hall dances.

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS AT BATES . .,
It is comforting to know that so imany of you 6hare our loss.

Suddenly Kood heard a slight
rustling behind him. He turned to
discover Whee Bee. Whee had a
smug look on and flourished a wing
lackadaisically.
"Wanna take a break, Kood?"
"Nothin' on tonight, is there?"
"Sure.
Party back in the ola
combs. It's really smooth in there.
C'mon back."
v
'Got an exam tomorrow."
"Aw c'mon. Just a few minutes.
\Vt got princesses, too,", he adder1
slyly'.
Kood went.
The Combs Are Jumpin'
The party was down on fhe second level, wav back through the
dark halls in last year's combs.
Kood and Whee took care not to
brush against any bees on the way.
and whenever they heard a guard
rhey ducked back into the shadows.
At last Whee opened a door and
they went into a softly lit room
where a loud, incoherent buzzing
ind singins nearly deafened them.
Clusters of uees were licking the
golden honey from the old comlbs,
toasting anything that occurred to
them, and some of them trying to
drain 30 combs in 30 minutes. The
princesses, shy and demure and al"
dressdd in blue slips, made the most
noise after lodging protest aibout

By Prof. Paul Bartlett

During recent years many nationyour recent kindnesses to us have proven how sincere and al firms have selected trainee candidates through visfts to the colhow loyal they were.
leges. During the 1947-48 season
You who love him must feel as we do, that he will always upwards of thirty representatives of
suoh firms visited the Bates cambe with us as long as he remains in the hearts and in the minds pus. This activity, of course, varies
greatly with employment conditions.
of his friends.
This year, beginning about ChristThere is more we would like to say but there are times when mas time, the interested employers
words are not adequate to express thoughts. Please accept our began to tall off. It is obvious that
the buyer's market is developing in
sincerest thanks for being so kind to us.
the college placement field as it
has already developed in many comAlbert and Lea Dempsey,
modity areas. The number of re
Marjorie Dwelley.
cruiring visits of national firms will
be smaller during fhe current year,
perhaps as small as one-half of the
number a year ago.

LETTER TO THE STUDENTS OF BATES . . ,
As we are unable to say "Thank You" personally to the
many grand boys and girls here at school, we are asking the
aid of your newspaper.
You have all contributed so generously of your time to visit
Bob and your friendliness has made our visit a more pleasant
It is nice to feel that something fine has been salvaged

from the tragedy we all shared. Nothing is finer than friend-

l

ship. I'm sure you have all helped Bob to return to health
more quickly. Your moral support has given him a finer and
brighter prospective for the future.
Thanks again to all of you. Please feel if you are ever down
our way, our doors will always be open to you. This I say in
all sincerity. Nowhere in the world could there be nicer people
than at Bates.
Most gratefully,
Mrs. Walter H. Lennon,
183 Highland Avenue,
Arlington, Mass.

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

Reasons For Changes
Let us- consider reasons for the
current changes. (1) The needs for
trainees accumulated during the war
years, when younger employees
with college training were unavailable. The usual needs have been
reduced. From now on employers
will need to fill only annual current
quotas for trainees. (2) Many employers will satisfy their needs
through employments in their own
offices, or at most through short recruiting visits to nearby colleges
and universities. (3) Lay-offs will
make available some experienced
younger candidates who compete
with new graduates. (4) Employers
who have laid off their own experienced workers hesitate to employ
new people when former employees
are waiting Co get back onto the
payroH.
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GEORGE ROSS

"Pops" Is
is A Gala Traditi^
Best In Music AndDancmg
News From Sampson^
By Phill Gordon

With basketball out oi the way
Culture was fhe password last
Saturday nights are being filled with
week. The ladies, bless them, ga- social events. The Micahek and the
thered to hear Mr. Andrews give * Blanchards were at the Gordons for
lecture about his experiences in dinner, and another crowd descendFrance. This was the first in a se- ed upon the Stewarts for a meal
and the opportunity to listen to
ries of lectures to be given for the
George's
meat - grinder
record
female Ball" and Chainers. Charlotte
player.
Bradbury, Lu McCarthy, and ShirTragedy of the week was the killley Johnston were the organizers ing of Bill Sensensey's cat by an
of this move, and the opinion seems automobile on Russell street.
to be "It's a swell idea, let's keep
How time flies. Susan Larochelle
it going". As we understand it, the
and DMdlie Gordon were pushing
lectures will be given every other
their baby carriages up Bardwell
Thursday — the lecturer to be a
street — this time last year they
member of the faculty.
were being pushed
themselves.
Another group of (he ladies at- Some of us were wondering if the
tended a Great Books Club meeting children in front of Garcelon erectat Prof. Carroll's home Friday eve- ed their fancy, necktie bedecke ■
ning. Ann Gordon, Charlotte Brad- snowman just to show up us grownbury, Maggie Inman, Sally Lonigan, ups who didn't finish our snow
Barbara
Williams,
and
Shirley sculpture. They did a fine job of it
Johnston were among those in the —red color and all.
group. Shirley says anyone interestThe mud is here and old-timers
ed in the club can get details bv around Sampsonville tell us that,
contacting one of the girls who at- along wrth the green leaves and
tended the meeting. Little David robins, sticky conditions under foot
Driscoll and his sister Elaine are are a sure -sign of spring. It can't
recovering from colds. Sandy Buker come too soon for us—although the
was a bit upset after getting her backyard is a dangerous spot during
6-in-l shots, and Doris Wiskup has basdball season.
been sick albed the last few days—
Agnes Alger, who will become a
that's the present _ sick list from Sampsonvilleite under the name of
these parts.
Mrs. Mike Stephanian, spent the
weekena with us. George Stewart's
sister, Carol, journeyed up from
New Haven to spend a week with
George and Jay. Another visitor
was Art Bradbury's mother. She
spent a few days with A.rt and Charlotte and even came over to root
for the Sampsonville basketball
team.
Riddle of the week: Will those
two funny-Jhock reading Seniors feel
embarrassed as their wives start
talking about Plato and other greats
discussed in the Great Books
Course. It might even drive them to
the Partisan Review.

By Anza
As one Betty B. said to another
_-ril bet you a pizza dinner that be played by the orch * °S,
conclude with some Vj
\|
you'll be asked to Pops!"
"Oh, you're crazy; that's the big- favorites in which tV^ X
join.
""nii.
gest formal of the year."
"Sure, but everybody knows that
In the second intern,-. .
,he music tops fhe price."'
jorie Nickerson wig '**
"That's an understatement! I ve Gershwin
solo. ^<n H
heard, via the grapevine, that it's Chorus, Men's Chorus', *S
bound to be terrrfic. Th«se nightinand several number- ' . P,lan°^|
gales of the Orphic and Choral So- Chorus will follow. '" "* S
cieties haye been organizing, worrying, stewing, and have been up to Rehearsals Are Intensive
the elbows in rehearsals for it since
The weekly rehearsal; fc.
last fall."
beer, concentrate'1.
into '"W
practices and have beenV*^
A Familiar Tradition
The annual gala "Pop" Concert of much interest esped,,, >
aod Dance, presented by the Bates administration. Rumor h,, H
Orphic and Choral Societies, from Prexy, not wishing to *
8-12 this Friday, and its excellence that recently established o« L
is a Bates tradition with which all beloved tradition. 'Iropp^ .*S
rehearsal quite indiscreefcj
are familiar.
This year, attenders when pur- up any available scoops, "Jl
chasing tickets must designate with fhe chagrin of tho.-e who'
-'->the visit too iate.
what other couple they would are
to sk with as the tables are set for
The "committee
Marilyn Deston, hainnn; L
four.
Hih, in charge
Tickets At Mrs. Ross's
May, wno is responsible,*
Tickets are available at Mrs. Norlighting effect*; Robert jon(v^
man Ross's home at 32 Frye street.
has the herculean task of sttti,/
Reservations may be made Mondayfor preparation for the danctU
Friday'from 11-2 and from 4-7.
ert Oakes, assent co^
Unless you want to clash violentGeorge Rowan, who Is in chaT;,
ly with the setting, it might be sugrefreshments, an<', Avon Chedul
gested that fair coeds forbear wearKos-s is accompani-t and Mr; u|
ing delicate pinks and reds to the
will be hostess.
dance, for the Japanese theme reMarilyn Deston has selected U
quires a dazzling ensemble of reds,
oranges, and yellow decorations. ushers who are Pa'.rkra Snell, 3„.|
Swaviig Japanese lanterns and col- bara Cottle, Marian Dodge, Es»|
ored parasols should provide ai. Porter, Dorothy Gaylord. B-J
Cederholm, Elizabeth SchoenhcJ
Oriental atmosphere.
Lloyd Rafnell's orchestra will en- Nancy Dean, Arrolyn Hayes, TkJ
tertain until the first intermission ma Blake, and Gcraldine Lincoln

°' ***; 3

m

TA0

POP QUIZ

7:A3
Dr. Walter A. Lawrance, chemistry department head, examines a distillation apparatus set up by Herman Krackenberger, left, for the Science
Fair. Jack Kilgore, center looks on. Krackenberger will demonstrate the
preparation of Diethyl ovalate, a constituent of perfume. The above
apparatus prepares the compound and provides for continual separation
and removal of water from the product.

stead of waiting continually for
something more attractive. Even attractive candidates will not have
several chances as they have sometimes had in recent years. A
'Vrhoosy" attitude will not only hurt
the prospects of others on the interview lists, but this year a good opportunity may knock only once. (2)
Candidates should plan, in cooperation with the Placement Office, for
calls on employers. The Placement
Office will cooperate by forwarding their papers to employers they
expect to contact. (3) The Placement Office will work by directmail to arouse interest of employers
in individual candidates.
Seniors Should Have
Interviews Now
The papers of candidates who
registered for placement in good
season are, in almost all cases, ready
and any seniors who have not had
interviews to make specific plans
foV their employment are requested
to arrange for such an interview at
fhe Placement Office as soon as
convenient.

'P&MMUA

The boys over in JB are getting
into the news now with their latest
fad
eating goldfish
wonder
how Bob Davis feels with little animals swimming around in his
stomach
Harvard — here we
come ! - - - now it can be literally
said that he takes his girl out on a
fin
As flie kids were heading over to
Commons for lunch the other day,
they saw the strangest sight - - - a
certain professor in charge of women's physical education came tripping out of WLB in strange wearing
apparel - - - she had on sneakers
sox, and gym suit
with the ensemble completed by a delicately
shaded gray blanket worn Indian
fashion
ber only comment was:
"What does one do when .one gets
locked out of one's office where
one's clothes are?"
one improvises
Also - - - it seems that Dave Tillson is deserving of special attention
for his regular solos on the cello
the only thing is that the boys
(Continued on page four)

To Bop Or Not To Bop —
That Is The Question
The center of interest in most arguments ilong the music byways
here is bebop. There can be no
doubting the influence of this new
music. Long lines outside the Royal
Roost and The Clique illustrate the
mass appeal contained in modern
jazz as interpreted by Parker, Gi'.lespie, Herman, et al. Yet the opinion of most music men is that bop.
in its present form, is not here to
stay.
Reports drifting in from colleges
and ballrooms bring out the fact
that the public wants dance music
above all else. A happy combination
of bop and commercial arrangements has been sought by most of
the name bands in operation. They
report that several bop arrangements mixed in with popular dance
scores have resulted in widesprea 1
enthusiasm.
Almost every band in the nation
now boasts several bop tunes. Notable are Ray Anthony, Jimmy Dorsey, Elliot Lawrence and Ray McKinley. These progressive maestri
all feature their top recorded hits
while including a portion of .bebop
in their presentations. In all cases
the hop stuff is danceable and depends more on ensemble playing
than on soloists. Since they realize
that their own interpretation will be
the first bebop heard in many areas
I they strive for perfection.

THEATRES

EMPIRE

AUBURN

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
March 9, 10, 11, 12

Thurs., Fri., Sat. - March 10, 11, 12
"An Act of Murder"

Tyrone Power - Gene Tierney

Fredric March - Florence Eldredge

in
"THAT WONDERFUL URGE"

Five Big Acts of Vaudeville

Friday and Saturday Only
Sun. - Mon. - Tues. - Wed.
March 13, 14, 15, 16
"FLAXY MARTIN"
- starring Virginia Mayo - Zachary Scott

WARDS

STRAND
Wed. and Thurs. ., March 9 and 10
Daughter Of The Jungle
Lois Hall - James CardVell
One Touch Of Venus
Robert Walker - AveGardner
Fri. and Sat. - March 11.12
Shine On Harvest Moon - Rogers
Return of October Glenn Ford
SUIL, Mon., Tues. - March 13, 1*. 15
Harpoon
John Bromfield
Fighter Squadron
Bdmond O'Brien. Robert Stack

JOY

INN

WARD

BATES
HOTELI
DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12
WE ALSO CATER TO LAB»|
SOCIAL MEETINGS
Tel. 4-6459

Bates Students Are Raving About
COOPER'S

HAMBURGERS

"Ducky" Cronan says they're the best he's ever eaten
Take a trip up some night!
LEWISTC^

SABATTUS STREET

ELM HOTEL
LOUNGE
NOW

UNDER

R. W.CLARK CO
DRUGS

Parlor Open Daily
10 A. M. to 10 P. M.
Banana Splits - Sundaes

Tel. 2-0885

Lewiston

'She's well dressed . . . she buys her
clothes at WARD BROS.*

DlNE*VEU«CE

BIOLOGICAL*

NEW

Registered *#»***

Orchestra
Every Night

MAIN ST. at BATES

ST

'

Tel. 3-0031

One Stop
COMPLETE "BACHELOR" SERVES

to •
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

Take Your
CLEANING and LAUNDERING
To Our Main St Store

Orchertr. Pri. ft s.t. . ^
No Cover - No Minimum

CHEMICAL

MANAGEMENT

Reopened - Remodeled

56 Elm St.

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

noise. The party was not very old:
many bees were buzzing around
well up in the air, but none were
asleep in the corners.
Kood and Whee found two princesses and tapped an untouched cell.
The first taste was breathless; they
vibrated their wings with pleasure.
They took more. The honey was
sweeter; the room softer. Whee, the
connoisseur, remarked that the honey
was well aged. Then he began singing as no bee had ever sung before
—his rear leg sawing away at his
wing made a grating which was the
essence of sweetness.
Dancing Is Unexcelled
Meanwhile, a group had started
dancing.
Reeling,
pitching and
stumbling, they recognized a certain
rhythm in their steps. With unrestrained exultation, they worked it
up. After awhile they had a new
dance step.
The step was simple. One partner lay prostrate on the floor while
the other jumped up and down on
his body until he lost balance and
fell. Whereupon fhe first arose and
did the same. This went on until
neither could rise. The dance became all the rage. They named it
"Bee-Damn".
Two musically-minded bees broke
open a new cell and composed music for the dance, between toasts tc
it. Finding the first tune was hard;
but When they had that the job was
simple — they transposed the same
notes into all positions mathematically possible, and had produced
well over sixty tunes before the
party broke up.
This fascinating tale will be continued in succeeding issues.

Sun., Mon., Tues.
Policies Needed
March 13,14,15
The policies needed to meet the
Loretta
Young
- Robert Cummings
changed conditions seem to be
in
somewhat as follows: (1) Candidates should accept valid offers in"THE ACCUSED"

ICE CREAM

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
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Decrease In Work Opportunities *Pete'&
Make Early Registration Imperative

Jim always felt that he had many good friends on campus and

one.

STUDENT,

Follow The Adventures Of Whee, Kood;
Comb Life Revealed In All Phases!

Editor-in-Chief
SUE McBRIDE '49
Managing Editor
RICHARD MICHAELS '49

BATES

Convenient To The Campus
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iarger, Lapointe, Leslie And Russell
winners In Chase Hall Tournaments,
vmebacks And Upsets Predominate
by Dave Chase
. peek's sports night at Chase
•nvided plenty of good pool,
Ha" Prov ping pong, and -bowling.
: seven, the contestants havr
T^ompleted weighing-in ceremonL Hie competition started. A few

mewkfo shot steady pool to go
ahead erf Burger 50-35 at the half
The .bookies were all smiles at this
point. Then Burger heard the result
of tbe Wllards and decided it was a
night for comebacks. He gained
slowly and finally led at os.02 M

Trackmen Beaten By Bowdoin In
Triangular Meet; Mitchell High

™ Ha" tournaments helped to
n
« the gap for the men at least It
was quite a night for 6he underdog
as both Burger and Leslie came
•roin behind to win their respective
specialties. The Student Council is
to be congratulated for running an
evening of fine entertainment as
well as providing some excellent refreshment.

I:
to lack of equipment, the
bards match was a lfttle late getIt m ler way, but as soon as Bill
ueay returned from the pawr>
lip, they commenced. Leslie start
'lowly, while Senseny showed
les of brilliance to lead 50-41 at
halfway mark. In the last half,
really turned on the heat and
! a great come'back to win
J At t!he pool table, Mich-

this point, Midhniewich gambled
on a break-shot bullet that didn't
drop. Burger carefully ran out five
balls and took the match, 100-92.
Some paid off and some haven't
been seen since.
Back to the ping pong table. The
Machine, sometimes known as Bob
Lapointe, ran true to form in eliminating Don Chalmers, ZUll and
21-16. Sullivan finished fast in twc
games to take Cate, 21-14 and 21-15.
The bookies that were still around
started giving eleven to one on Lapointe over Sullivan, and they did
the right thing. Lapointe retained
his championship, outpaddlng Sullivan in three games, 21-17, 21-18, and
25-25. The last game was close
along toward the end, but Lapointe
played like a champion.

The major league teams are
cavorting in the southern sun
now so the papers are full of
the training camp news. Williams is reported to be getting
a hundred thousand with Joe
Dimaggio just under that figure. That's pretty good pay no
matter how you look at it. Of
course it's a tough business to
get into.

By Topper Odegaard
The Parker seniors were victorious over the Rand seniors in that
famous "challenge" game of the season in the girls' basketball intranuirals last Thursday. The Rane
girls had previously beaten the Parkerites in their regularly scheduled
game, but the latter hopefully challenged Rand to another game; one
that would not countin the official
standing of the teams in the intramurals.
The final score was 28-22. Both
teams played a very good game, but
the Parkerites managed to keep a
slight margin throughout. From ali
reports of the spectators in the gallery (loyal representatives from each
of the dorms) the game was interesting, hard-fought, and well played. Not to be outdone by the boys'
intrimurals, the girls came up with
their share of fouls and jump balls.
Miss Robinson and Barhara Chick
did a nice job of refereeing. Parker's
team was in better shape than in
their previous game with Rand.
With the aid of Betty East sinking
some beautiful set shots, the other
forwards, June Ingles. Peg Stewart,
Brig Svane. and Lois Foster, kept
the Parkerites on top. Their guards.
May Whitelaw. Molly Ramsey.
Shorty Webber, and Topper Odegaard, did their best to keep the
Rand girls from scoring.
Rand really has a winning team
as shown by the fact that they did
win the intramural championship.
The forwards, Smokey Stover, Janie
Brown, Nellie Henson. and Marilyn
Roth, exhibited some excellent ball
handling and very smooth floorwork; about the best we've seen
here in girls' basketball. The guard-;
Elaine Porter, Rufus Kohl, Betts
Cederholm, Jo Cargill, and Patty
Snell, played their constantly outstanding brand of ball.
Ibis game was probably the last
game all these seniors will ever
play, and they all feel that it was a
great way to finish.

Clayt entered Bates as a sophomore in the winter of 1947. He was
quite busy and didn't participate in
athletics until last year. Pole vaulting is rather difficult and it seems
that there aren't too many at Bates
who would care to attempt it, so
Coach Thompson sighs with relief
every time Curtis drops into the
cage.
Clayton Curtis

Clayt has been on the honor role
five times, which is no mean accomplishment. At tbe moment he is doThe small town of Pittsfield,
ing honor work for the economics
Maine, was privileged to be the department but for the future he is
birth scene of Cbyton Curtis on still undecided.
October 12, 1924. He was so pleased

This spring Clayt will be making
with his surroundings that he has his last appearance as a pole vaulter
■been living there ever since.
and although he managed to go
pretty high last Saturday, we all
The honors for Bill Simpson are
After attending higih school, Clayt know that he will get much higher
piling up. Bump Hadley picked spent some time at MCI. graduated this spring.
him on his All-New England team
from there in 1943 and shortly afBob Creamer.
along with men like Cousy, Lavel'-,
and Leede which is good company
to he in. Scoring records show that
Bill finished 11th in the country for
small schools, while the Boston
Post picked him for their second
By Al Dunham
team in their All-New .England sepoints apiece, respectively, for the
lections. He certainly deserves every
A full six games of Intramural Rebels. Bob Harrington's 12 markhonor that may come his way and basketball were played on the ers tabbed him as high man for the
we look for him to prove his worth Alumni Gym hardwood this last losers. North took the measure of
in the pro ranks should he decide to week, and one of Che close-fought Middle in the second game of the
follow that line.
games produced another tie in the evening 58-41. Bill Searles, of
current league leadership. Tne Reb- North, was high man both for the
Our own Ed Petro was on
els downed Off-Campus on Monday game and for the night as he pushthe radio the other night. He
night to pull into a first place tie ed in 20 points, while Don Russell
and Lee Williams of Colby
with Mitchell, each tesm sporting and Don Davis combined for 15
served as visiting experts befour wins in as many starts.
more of the winners' points. Tony
tween the halves of the South
Portland-Portland game in the
The South-Off-Campus tilt, or. Rotondo was again Middile's pacerecent tournament play. HanMonday night, was a hard-fought setter, dropping in 17 tallies, while
dles himself well too.
close contest which the Southerners "Duke" Dukakis hooped 13.

South Edges Off-Campus 68-61,
Ties With Mitchell For First

Russell and Dick Hart-man went
into the bowling finals, and after
dropping the first string, Russel!
This spring should toe reasonably
made the rumors come true with
busy as far asr athletics are concernanother come back as he won the
ed. The track team has six meets,
next two strings.
including the state competition. Co!f
*Sullivan was a champion too. He will have seven matches while the
won the crown in 1946 and again in tennis team has tentatively eight or
1947. That was before Lapoin'e nine. These combined with the two
came to Bates.
baseball schedules will keep quite a
few people busy. Those not covered
in the foregoing can find recreation in the intramural Softball
league which will play its usual
round of games.

Htchers Have Pre-Season Drill;
team Slated For Fourteen Games
I'.V'-.''. spring has still not shown but no outdoor practice is anticir particular signs of being just pated until after vacation, at least.
|nr.d the corner, baseball's call to There is no guarantee that the
has been sounded on Bates weather will be ready even by thnt
Bpus. On Monday most of the rime since Maine enjoys a dubious
pool's ' pitching hopefuls turned sort of distinction regarding the
1 it the cage and spent an hour lateness of its spring.
ISO throwing Che ball around and
The Frosh will have a twelve
Pug the inevitable laps that are game season with all games at home
I much a part of a pitcher's pre- e:ecept for the second one with
pm training. The rest of the I -Hebron. They will be meeting some
I will join them at a later date, I good scbooKboy teams which should
provide a lot of opposition.

70. j. /(.

terwards entered the army. He was
fortunate to be chosen for officers"
training and studied engineering
at MIT for about a year. However,
tbe army suddenly changed his
plans, the training program was
disbanded and he was assigned to
an airborne division as a paratrooper. Clayt spent quite a bit of time in
Europe and he hopes to return soon
under more favorable conditions.

The baseball schedule hopefully
contains fourteen games. Hopeful is
used because the tradition of bad
weather in game days is a pretty
well established one.

Lierprisin.e characters were making
link l>ool< here and there, and
Lfon'ded u> ""'In *he following postLe odd-'- '" the billiards, Mai
Iftiie ms favored at nine to five.
JfuhnieHK-'i went to the pool table
jth .three to one odds over Burger.
h- ping pong for the evening inf
both
semi-finals
and
I
Sullivan and Lapointe. last
lar's finalists, were favored to win
Vcr Cate and Chalmers respectivei.Even before these matches were
^jved. the !>ookies admittedly were
King six to one odds that defend«champion Lapointe would come
M on top.* Betting was slow on
bowling, but it was rumored
! Don Russell was a shoo-in, tbe
Bpetition being a little weak this

THREE

By Bob Wade
Jhe week has been a rather quiet
™ as regards sports at Bates. The

The track meet on Saturday
went pretty well according to
the book as Bowdoin did not
have too much trouble in winning. Bates captured several
firsts but bowed before the
weight of numbers. Colby had
little to say about proceedings
for the most part.

IWiUy S^irn0,° Presents ^Phy to winner, in tournaments. Left to
Right: Don Russell, Ed Burger, Sakimoto, Bob Lapointe, and Mai Leslie
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The seniors in Parker are
elated over their defeat of the
girls from Rand. From all reports it was quite a game. A
difference between men's and
women's basketball was pointed
out to us the other night. When
men foul they pretend innocence, but when the women
foul, they laugh and are proud
of it. This is probably indicative of something but just what
we are not sure.

won 68-61. South was the "cleaner"
team of the two committing only
22 of the game's 45 called personal
fouls. South held a 34-31 lead at
half time, and each team's scoring
of almost the same number ot markers in the final 20 minutes of play
accounted for the difference at the
final bell. Jack Benedix scored 21
points for the winners, backed by
Hal Cornforth's 13. Bob Wade, of
the Parent forces, contributed the
game's high of 22 markers, closely
ifollowed 'by John Houston who
racked 19.
Middle dropped JB 59-44 in the
opener that same night. Manager
Tony Rotondo dropped in the
night's high of 23 points for the
Middlers. Red Schmidt aided JB's
losing cause by hooping 13 points,
while Jean Harris threw in 11.
South notched another win on
Wednesday night as they downed
SampsonviHe 55-37. Don Chalmers
and Fen Winslow scored 18 and 16

Both of Friday night's games
were one-sided affairs with both
winning teams practically doubling
the scoring marks of the losers in
their respective games. In the first
game. Off-Campus trounced Roger
Bill 66-32. John Houston established
the week's high individual scoring
mark as he dropped in 26 tallies.
Bob Wade just added insult to injury with his 19 points. "Rocket"
Stern and "Mo" Morrison helped
all they could with their respective
10 points apiece for the Roger
Billers.

Bowdoin easily copped a triangular track meet Saturday by piling
up 68 points to 41 points for Bates
and only 8 for Colby.
Bowdoin
however, received a surprise from a
resurgent Bates team that gave its
best performance of the whole indoor season. Again, only the lack
of depth and the inability of Colby
to score many points kept the Bobcars from being a real threat to the
perennially powerful visitors from
Brunswick.
Bill Sawyers was again up to his
old form as he won the 600 in
1:19.4 a-nd the 300 in 34.5 beating
Briggs of Bowdoin in both events.
Al Evans added a third in the 600
to the Bobcat total.
Hal

Moores

of Portland,

Point exams, ran his best race of

Bates lost valuable points in the
dash and hurdles as Bowdoin swept
these two events, while the Bobcats were having starting troubles.
In the field events Bowdoin predominated. Hugh Mitchell who
consistently scores in the double
figures for Bates was again a tower
of strength. Hugh placed second in
the discus behind Vacchiano of
Bowdoin who set a new meet record of 133 ft. \Wt in., and second
in the shot put. He also won the
•broad jump with a leap of 20 ft.
10!^ in., and tied for second with
Barron of Bowdoin in the high
jump. Hugh was the meet's high
scorer with a total of 13 points.

Bowdoin Frosh Win Three-Way Meet;
Boone Smashes Broad Jump Record
By Art Koenig
The "Polar Bears" of Bowdoin
College had little trouble in disposing of the "Mules" of Colby and the
"Bob-kittens" of Bates, as they easily took the triangular freshman
track meet at the Bates cage last
Friday. The one highlight of the afternoon, for the Bates crowd, was
the flashing spikes of Nate Boone
as he hurtled to a new freshman
record in the broad jump, scoring
21 feet, seven inches. This marks
the second time in the past two
meets that the "Englewood Express" has shattered freshman records at the Bates cage.
Boone,
Norm Hammer and Frank Dudley
were the only Bates men to place
for the "Kittens" in the long afternoon meet, as they garnered 18}/
points between them. Lou Wood,
of Bowdoin, was the individual scoring king of the day as he copped
firsts in the 12 pound shot, the discus and the 28 pound ■weight.
In the 40 yard dash, a Boone
specialty, Nate was set back two
feet when he "jumped the gun"
causing two false starts. This proved the margin of defeat as Boone
tied Morton of Colby for second
spot with Morton of Colby romping
home the winner.

SPRING FOOTBALL
This past Monday saw the beginning of spring football in the cage.
Coaches Pond and Petro were on
hand to welcome quite s large
group. As well as the stand-bys
from the past season there were
many men up from the Freshman
Norm Hammer was nipped at the
ranks who are determined to make tape by Murphy of Bowdoin in the
the veterans -vork for their jobs on 45 yard high hurdles in one of the
next year's eleven.
closest finishes of the season. The

winning time was clocked in 6.4,
which is good time for the cage.
Bowdoin easily swept the mile
run in 5.08.5 as Walker, Hone and
Damon, finished one, two, three, in
that order. Bruce Harley, the mile
runner for the frosh, was stricken
with appendicitis earlier in the
week, thus erasing a threat that he
would have surely presented to the
winners.
Norm Hammer kept Bowdoin
from sweeping the high jump when
he salvaged a third place tie with
Waiker of Bowdoin. The winning
jump was 5 ft., 8 in.
"Pedro" Dudley was the other
Bates man to place as he gained a
four-way tie with Whitney of Colby
and Harmon and Walker of the
winners for second place in the pole
vault.
Nate Boone and Hammer finished
first and second respectively in the
300 tor the fourth consecutive meet,
with Colby's Brownell getting third
spot. The time was 35.1. Other
winners in the meet were Hone of
Bowdoin in the 1,000 and Morton
and Lyford who tied for first in the
pole vault. Thus ends the winter
track season for the Bates trosh.
Although their record of one victory
and three losses was not too impressive, many on th: squad are developing and improving with experience, and perhaps the spring track
promises better things to come.

GOSSELIN'S
GROCERY

In the night-cap that same evening, the co-league-leaders from
Mitchell jumped on JB to the tune
of 74-38. Dick Hartman and Paul
Williams led the winners' attack by
scoring 18 <and 17 points, respectively, while Bob Williams helped
out with his 11. John Sutcldffe was
JB's pale hope, racking 11 markers,
while Joel Price put up 10.

SttTER

MAKING SANDWICHES
Selling All Beverages
Open 7 A. M. to Midnight
7 Days A Week
203 COLLEGE STREET

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME AND SPORT
274 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON, MAINE
PHONE 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau - Alfred J. Thibodeau -

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

Edrick J. Thibodeau

MOW MILD CAN A CIGARETTE 6E ?
WELL, SKITCM. THE CAMEL 30-DAY
TEST CONVINCED ME THAT CAMELS
ARE THE MILDEST CIGARETTE

pASTRY OF ALL KINDS
|°PP- Post Office

who

spent most of the week taking West

the season and set a new meet record in the 1000 yard run with a
time of 2:26.1. Cy Nearis tied with
Adams of Bowdoin for second place
in this race.

J0

Tel. 2-6645

.„-.lote.."«ln9

I'VE EVER

SMOKED!

&
54 ASH STREET

In Spring
idies "Crazy Rbythm , comj

STERLING
fot fine homes

A Young Man's Fancy

with a s»^
faV

Turns To
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3 *«*

^WOet.few
P>*x* at a time .. .

as £< -,iaCC settin* costs as
Ta^. ^ i,,C'uding 20% Fed"

. . Slacks
. . Sweaters
. . Sport Shirts
. . Jackets

'* Wallace at $24.50 place aett(t
*« included).

and a host of other Smart Clothes at

-Camels
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Hoiv MiU can a dganrfte b&?
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SMOKE CAMELS FOR 30 DAYS

IV£ KNOWN THAT FOR YEARS.

NANCY.' AND I GO FOR

-and you'll know/

CAMEL'S FULL, RICH FLAVOR,

' fcttem. by Towle, Interna* Gorham, Reed & Barton,

«*■■

f uU flav

are m>'

R?
1

riKare«es,

°r: mefavori«e-Ca«nelslH«e
u

Towle, Sterling
lepsndnblequalltT,

putting »

CfrMG^

In a recent coast-to-coast test of hundreds of
men andwomen who smoked only Camels for
30 days-an average of one to two packs a
day-noted throat specialists, after making

V

OP THROAT IRRITATION

stone-Osgood Co.
SILVERSMITHS
Street

TeL 4-5241

STORE
205 MAIN STREET

FCR

MEN

LEWISTON

ClOARETTKS

due fcstaj&tia--

if**", Maine

A
HEALTHY
DIET

THE NEW BOWLAWAY ALLEYS
106 MIDDLE STREET, LEWISTON

It's real harmony when Skitch
Henderson and lovely Nancy Reed, his
featured vocalist, get together and
sing the praises of Camel mildness.

weekly examinations, reported

ONE SINGLE CASE

*** Watch Repairing

TOO!

*4(oney-0ti€tc& cG«ftian/e<>f
Try Camels and test them aa you smoke
them. If. at any time, you are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette you've ever smoked, return the package with the unused Camels and wc will
refund its full purchase price, plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
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Bates Welcomes UNH Libe Displays Special WUISeeJobCaJ»
Peterson
Urges
Students
To
Learn
Goldfish-Gulping Craze Hits Campus
Tonight, PTA Debate
N.S.A. Tour Itinerary °f 'he Ci, l \ m ,
A Glancing Blow: "No Flip"-No Fad Outside The Dustbowl Of Classroom
Miss

sor

What does it feel like to swallow"
a Hve goldfish?
"No flip — no sensation at all!"
says Robert Davis, who gulped
down a glittering one-and-threequarter inch specimen at John Bertram Hall early last week. "I just
took it up in my hand, placed it in
my throat, and h was gone," he said
"Then I went back to work studying for my English test."
Davis said he ate the fish on a
bat "because it looked lonely."
Charles Repke, the owner, was unwilling to switch it from its howl
into a second bowl containing four
otiher goldfish he had just bought.
By
downing ithe finned
hors
d'ceuvre, Davis won $2, 10 cents
from each of 20 lookers-on.
GloldfisSh swallowing threatened
to become a fad on campus when
John Merrick, inspired by Davis'
example, made bets up to $5 that
he would devour three fish last Saturday afternoon. Posters announcing
the event appeared throughout the
dorm, one even finding its way to
the main campus bulletin board for
a short time Friday. Merrick's
friends, who were to provide the
fish, threatened to show up with
thri*e-inch specimens.
But Saturday Merrick suddenly
called off the show. "Too much publicity," he said.
Nelson Home, head proctor in
.IB, shrugged his shoulders. "It's
just something they did to try to
start a fad."

Gorham Holds
Campus Civil
Rights Meeting
Tomorrow is the deadline for applications to attend next week's intercollegiate conference on campus
civil rights. Students interested in
taking part should apply at the
Christian Association office or contact a member of the cabinet.
Built around the theme. "We hold
these truths . . . ", the conference
is scheduled to take place at GOT
ham State Teachers College March
18 to 20. Some 200 students, representing nearly all colleges and universities of eastern New England,
are expected to attend.
Three-fold Aim
The weekend program, the first
of its kind to be sponsored by the
New England Student Christian
Movement, will have a three-fold
aim: 1, to present the theological
foundations of civil rights; 2, to discuss current threats to civil rights
on college campuses; 3, to evaluate
steps already taken by students
dealing with quota systems, fraternity discrimination, teachers' rights,
and minority problems.

Mr. Peterson concluded his talk
by reading a short story illustrating
what he called "the writer's unendL. Peterson, University of Pittsing search for meanings" in the inburgh creative writing professor, cidents which happen around him.
before an open meeting of the Spcf- The program ended with a half hour
The chance to find out fhe latest
ford Club in the Chase Hall lounge question and answer period.
facts in atomic physics research will
be offered by the Physics depart- Monday evening. "The ability some
ment as part of next week's Science writers have to 'see' a story in
Fair.
something which can't be taught."
The original lecture on atomic he added.
physics and the atom •bomb was so
Speaking on "The Position of the
"The Medieval World", a photopopular at the last Science Fair in
Writer
in the College," the Georg" graphic exhibition prepared by the
1947, that Robert Corish will present this year an up-to-date talk on Colby Chase lecturer told his audi- editors of Life, is being shown at
the subject, Sonja Bianchi, chair- ence oi 30 students and faculty Coram Library. This exhibit, which
man of the physics exhibit, has an- members that the student's note- will be on display at Bates for two
book is often the "cemetery of weeks, is being correlated with the
nounced.
thought," that most learning actual- Cultural Heritage course.
One of the chief physics displays,
ly takes place outside the "dust bowl
Sonja stated, will be a radar unit
The exhibition is made up of
of the college classroom."
which was obtained from governphotographs which were published
ment surplus and put into operation
"The trouble is that we are not as a two-part pictorial essay in Life.
by Philip LaRochelle and Linden alone enough," said Mr. Peterson. It includes 24 panels, each containBlanchard. The two men will dem- "I don't mean to minimize class- ing from one to six photographs and
onstrate the unit and attempt to room teaching. But are students
captions. The roles of the Church,
register Mt. David and some of the searching for essential things or are
the town, and the castle in the daycampus buildings on the radar they content with merely passing
to-day life of medieval man are porscreen.
courses
even with A's?"
trayed.
Visitors to the physics exhibits in
"I often wonder," he said, "If colThe section devoted to the Church
Carnegie will probably receive as
leges wouldn't do well to have rh» reflects the medieval sequence of
souvenirs small glass vases blown
as they watch by Mr. Herbert Mer- same methods and interest in learn- panels which include cathedrals, abing as kindergarten teachers and beys, and sculptural details and
rill of the Merrill Laboratory in
pupils."
color reproductions of stained glass
Auburn.
windows. The second division of the
Sonja also invited all comers to
exhibition treats town life, late in
bring their cameras. Ruth Patton
the Middle Ages. This includes enand Arthur Griffiths, chairmen of
gravings of street scenes and impor
the photography exhibit-, will set up
tant centers of medieval life as
high speed flash equipment that will
Nuremburg, Constance, and Avigallow any camera to take pictures.
non.
Visitors may also have their cameras tested for shutter speed.
Feudal life, centering around the
Dr. William Saunders, president
of
Colgate - Rochester
Divinity lord's castle, is portrayed in the
School, chose "must" as the theme third division. Color reproductions
of his sermon in chapel on Ash show tapestry, and the life in the
STU-G HEARS
manor. There are also panels illusWednesday.
(Continued from page one)
trating a tournament and the Cru.
University. Arrolyn Hayes and
"Must" is not a favorite word sades. Of the 35 photographs in this
Frances Curry will attend the Stu- with Americans, Dr. Saunders as- portion of the exhibition, 24 tell the
dent Christian Movement's Civil serted, ll is thought of as an essen- story of customs and courtesies of
Rights
conference
at
Gorham, tially foreign word. Yet? he contin- castle life, while the others reveal
March 18 to 20.
ued, it is impossible to understand the interiors and outside walls of
the greatest life until one under- medieval castles still standing today.
Joan Hutton and Catherine Evans
stands
Jesus'
attitude
toward
reported on the Maine IntercolleThis exhibit, the second one this
"must".
giate Conference held at Colby reyear, is correlating the external with
cently. Discussion centered around
We all must learn to think occa- the internal in the Cultural Heritage
plans for a music festival to be held sionally in terms of "must", Dr. study at Bates.
next year in Portland, handling stu- Saunders told the student body. He
dent grievances, exchange of stu- declared nothing is so tragic as the
All those Students who have ever
dents and professors, and elections middle-aged man who realizes he
attended the Judson Fellowship are
The next conference will be held has wasted his life. He asked his
invited to a party at fhe Women's
May 8 with one old board member listeners t& measure what education
Union on Saturday, March 19.
and one new board member attend- s giving the individual.
ing.
"The college can teach, but only

Corish Talks On Atom
Work At Science Fair

the student can learn," said Edwin

"Life" Exhibit Relates
Cultural Course Study

Sounders Uses
"Must" Theme
In Chapel Talk

ivfaxine Hammer. Arrolyn hayes.
and Florence Lindquist form the
election publicity committee. The
committee will acquaint the women
on campus with candidates for StuG offices and the new proctors
through various means of publicity.
Joan Greenberg is working with
Stu-C representative Donald Connors on cheerleading for next year.
The board agreed to present Carolyn Hobbs and Barbara Mason wit1'
cheerleader pins.

HAND SEWN GIRLS' LOAFERS — WEDGE HEELS

-

FRANGEDAKIS'

Fancy Groceries and

PETE'S PERUSALS
(Continued from page two)
wish that the presentation was so
tow that they couldn't hear it as
the plaster gentry floats down from
the ceiling - -'Talk about equality of the sexes
the girls are stepping into many
fields formally reserved for the men
- - - a while ago it was cigar smoking
now its Norma Crooks with
a pipe - - - her smoke rings had a
frilly ruffle to them
Hear that the Outing Club is having another roller skate on Saturday because the last one was such a
success - - - let's all go and fail
head over heels with a Shove again.

Seminar At Sorrento
Outstanding among the summer
study opportunities is the seminar in
Latin literature, architecture, Roman history, and archeology to be
conducted at Sorrento, Italy, August 4 to 28. In addition to many
side trips from Sorrento, plans include visits to fhe seminar by Italian authorities in the special fields
plus many trips to Rome and
Naples to visit famous foreign and
Italian artists.
Library Of Croce
A special trip is prepared for students of history and literature to the
Library of Benedetto Croce, and, if
possible, a meeting with this famous philosopher. Students of archeology will visit many excavations, including the new workings
of St. Peter Basilica.
Study-tours are being planned to
every country in Western Europe
and proposed for five countries of
Eastern Europe. The tri-nation tour
of last year will be repeated to
France, Holland, and England, expanded to include a total of 21C
students in small traveling groups.
Study Tour
A northern study-tour will visit
Holland, England, and Scandinavia,
for two groups of 50 students. A
southern study-tour will spend 15
days in France, three weeks in Italy,
and a week in Switzerland.
Norris-Hayden Laundry

For That . . .
EVENING

A special exhibit oi the latest in !
formation for students who are in
terested in opportunities for work:
study, or travel in Europe Latin
America, and the United States
next summer has been placed .n the
periodical room of the library th.s
week by the Bates committee tor
the National Student Association^
NSA's summer program for
includes ten study-tours to Europe
and Latin America, five work-camp=
in Europe, and a seminar in Italy.
Closing date for all applications
by students desiring to participate
in these projects has been set for
March 15 because of the necessity
for selecting the participant, arranging sailings, and preparing orientation material for those selected.

SNACK

MODERN DRY CLEANERS

Ray's I.G.A. Store

Efficient Work and

Three minutes From Campus

Reasonable Rates
Cash or Charge Basis

7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Agents
Phone 2-5612
Hugh Penny

MODERN

Confectionery

Members of Lawrance Chemical
Society were guests of Dr. Joseph
Brant at the Bates Mills last Friday evening.
Before taking the group through
the lalb. Dr. Brant gave a talk on
some of the problems of the tex
tile industry and methods of solving them. He also showed them
samples of materials, including nylon and a new fabrics, vinyon-n,
which is somewhat Hke nylon. In
the labs, the students were shown
machines for testing threads, break
ing strength of yarn, and viscosity

95 ELM ST.

EAT AT

S. S. Woodbury, Prop.

Chem. Club Members
Guests At Bates Mills

v

George Disnard

Inc., Boston, J^i JN
A special Scandinavian tour of Bates campus the J** O
Denmark. Sweden. Norway and '0 to interview caJ>J.
Finland will be composed of 40C «*>"*>« in the **H*
students divided into email travel- service group.
°5to'i J
ing groups and including a work
This sumnier
camp period in one of the countries
at.vely by theCityJ^Xl
visited.
ciety and ,he ,*X|
A study-tour to Switzerland and
Theological Semi^ \A
Italy for 60 students will spend
helped 54 churches ?n U^C|
three weeks in each of those counton to run 28 three-* f^M
tries, while a Holland-Switzerland
tion church schools *!•!%
study-totrr
will
be
conducted
kind of a summer pro; J * «1
through those countries with visits
give college peopie tth S
to Italy included for 40 students.
vocations in religi0USe;%a
An international tour for 30 stureligious social Work *"»*,,
dents will visit six countries in West Rminary start,"
said p' ""01.
and Southern Europe.
Placement Office direct
Two tours to East Europe are
Staff members are
,
still tentatively proposed, one to
the nine weeks of jT^j
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland for 19 students and one to said to cover necessjrt*T
***
Czechoslovakia, Rumania, and Bul- and in some instances ]j, U
garia for 30 students. Both are balance at the end of *
Miss Moeschler win K.'
scheduled to attend the World Stufor interviews at the Pfc
dent Festival in Budapest.
fice.
Tentative arrangements are being
Those who would liv, ft I
made for a study-tour of Mexico, although final announcement of ar- the interview schedule ij'*'
rangements for this group, and final at the office either befajrj'f
closing date for applications, will be hour tomorrow or m,mJ>*
1
made later. Plans are well advanced terwards. Further infom^
the
summer
service
g,^
H
for a seminar at the University of
can be obtained at the pv**
Mexico for U. S. students also.
Office. Men and women £!
Work Camp Centers
at least finished their jM£"H
Five work-camp centers are pro college will be eligible fc, j
posed, two in Holland to include 50 memberships ami are invited a 1
US students each and several cen- ister for interviews if they J*
ters in Britain harvest camps. In interest in religious education /I
addition, Finland is conducting lum- ligious social work
ber-working camps for U. S. students, the Holland ISS Committee Shipping. All tour groups wj],
will include NSA selected students together on board ship.
in a German work-camp, and EastAll of the summer program.;
ern European work-camps are ex- elude free periods for inde
pected to reserve plans for U.S. stu- travel in Europe They are opa,i
dents.
all students in member and
member colleges oi NSA, whoi
Sailing Details
In all the summer programs, de application to the lirten
parture will be from Quebec on the Commission prior to March 151
15th or 30th of June, and return will are selected to participate.
be to New York on the first week
Further information concm
of September. Many of the students these summer programs, and;
will sail on the Dutch ship Volen- plications, can be obtained iroml
dam, made available to U. S. stu- library exhibit, from Max BtUT
dents by the Dutch Office of For- by writing the XSA Interred
eign Study Relations and NSA Commission. 18 Brattle Street,1
through the Netherland Ministry of bridge 38, Mass.

Fountain Specials...
IN COOL

.

.

.

AIR CONDITIONED

PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS

NICHOLS TEA ROOM
162 LISBON STREET

LEWISTON. MAIM]
Tel. 2-6422

RESTAURANT
Tel. 4.8332

249 Mam St

NEW!

PLAZA GRILL

Now Making The Best
$4.95 — really a $6.50 value
Brown, Red, Green; Saddle

Boston Tea Store i

A Bates affirmative debate team
composed of Donald Peck and
Chester Leone will debate a negative team from the University of
New Hampshire this evening as an
exhibition before the South Pans
Parent-Teacher Association. It will
be the first of two debates with the
neighboring state university.
Tomorrow morning Ralph Cate
and Philip Cifizzari will travel to
Durham, N. H., to meet an affirmative team at the University of
New Hampshire.
The proposition for both debates
will be: "Resolved, that the federal
government should adopt a policy
of equalizing educational opportunity in tax supported schools by
means of annual grants"-

Lillian l£-

AA to B Widths

AT THE SIGN OF
THE LOBSTER
for

Hamburgers In Town

ERNIE'S MARKET
Closest Spot to Campus

FINE FOODS

Phone 2-6926 to Place Orders

177 Main St.

Bates '24

Quality

Service

You've Tried the Rest,
Now Try the Best

iJTFLOWERl
By Wire

SAM'S
Original Italian Sandwich
268 Main St.

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

Lewiston, Me.

87 Lisbon St.

Courtesy

Lewiston

Tel. 2-9145

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St.

The Marvin Hotel Lounge
Roily Wells is in Town

"Chesterfield is MY cigarette
because it's MILDER
better-tasting"

DIRECT FROM THE CRAWFORD HOUSE
IN BOSTON
STAMING IN

.'.'.::

,'.".\\V\

You ought to hear this guy — He's terrific

A WAITM WANGEI PIO0UC1I0"

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

(ELEASfO SY lAOtt-llON "W*

SCHOOL of LAW
Admits Men and Women
Day, Evening and Graduate Programs

Registration — Sept, 12 to 11. 1949

For INSTANT

COLLEGE SERVICE

Taxi Service

Early application is necessary
47 MT. VERNON STREET

BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS

Call

Telephone KEnmore 6-5800

<tw»tm»«iw.mi

■ vv^^..-.-.-.-.^^^^

*«V*"

INCOHPOHATSO

PI

CliFIHMf * rUBHlEB*

PALA ROOI\

Agent: Marge Lemka
E. Parker Hall

4-4066
Radio Cabs
.

.

.

.

.

.

Bus Service

STECKINO HOTEL
104 MIDDLE STREET
Specializing in

STARTS THURSDAY

ITALIAN - AMERICAN

SEARS VALUE
DEMONSTRATION

FOOD

STEAKS - CHOPS
PIZZA PIES

\^y

TeL 4-4151

H

"REIGN OF TERROR

—9 Big Sale Days—
Savings in Every Dept. in the
Store
Phone 4-4041
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO, 212 Main St., Lewiston

